
LUXURY SOTOGRANDE HOMES FOR SALE
SOTOGRANDE HOMES

 Sotogrande

REF# BEMD2195 €1,059,200

BEDS

4

BATHS

4

BUILT

358.23 m²

Welcome to these luxury Sotogrande homes for sale with gardens and private swimming pools situated on a
unique residential complex combining modern architectural aesthetics with the beauty of the natural
surroundings, to offer the ultimate Mediterranean lifestyle.

With a prime location near world-class shopping, dining, and entertainment options as well as renowned
schools, these homes, overlooking a golf course, offer the perfect blend of luxury and convenience in
Sotogrande. The development is made up a collection of thoughtfully crafted homes with an outstanding
interior design that offers beautiful living spaces with a light and airy floor plan, drenched in natural light and
perfectly designed for effortless living and entertaining. A cozy fireplace adds a touch of warmth to the living
room, creating the ideal space to relax and unwind after a long day. The homes all come with sleek, fully
fitted kitchens, three or four bedrooms, all with ensuite bathrooms, a guest toilet, utility room and outdoor
parking spaces.
Private terraces, elegant, low-maintenance and eco-friendly gardens and a swimming pool complete the
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outdoor spaces. Whether you are hosting gatherings or simply enjoying the outdoors, this space is perfect
for both relaxation and entertainment.

With all the modern amenities and finishes you could ever want, a convenient location in a highly desirable
neighbourhood in Sotogrande, and a stunning pool, these homes truly offer the ultimate in Mediterranean
living in a unique setting within a community that offers upscale resort-style living in stunning natural
surroundings, creating a serene retreat.

Located just a 30-minute drive to Marbella, halfway between Gibraltar and Estepona and 1 hour form
Malaga airport, Sotogrande is known the world over for its outstanding sports facilities, unspoilt nature and
spectacular beaches. It hosts major golf, polo and sailing tournaments each year and offers the ultimate
luxury lifestyle experience, with deluxe wellness centres, and world-class shopping and dining options,
exclusive international schools and an excellent choice of health and medical centres all within easy reach.

These exquisitely designed luxury homes present an excellent opportunity for families seeking a spacious
and beautifully appointed property in which timeless design meets contemporary sophistication. An enviable
location, attention to detail and modern amenities make these homes a standout option that is not to be
missed.

Prices from € 797.000
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